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Just when we thought pretty much 
every crazy thing that can be done 
with a car had already been tried, Elon 
Musk decides to fire one into space – I 
just hope I’m not underneath it when it 
returns! But new is not always better or 
more exciting, as Russ Swift has proved 
by riveting audiences worldwide for 
decades with his home grown brand of 
precision driving. If seeing him slide cars 
into impossibly tight spaces or circulate 
trucks round tracks on only 50 percent 
of their wheels isn’t on your bucket list, 
then I politely advise you to make the 
addition forthwith. The man is a motoring 
marvel, as I hope our modest feature on 
him conveys.

Her Majesty The Queen is renowned 
for her love of classic Land Rovers and 
Prince Charles of his wine-powered (yes 
really) Aston Martin DB5 Volante, but 
royal interest in motorcars is nothing 
new and dates back to at least 1900, 
as we discovered on an absorbing visit 
to the family’s Sandringham museum. 
Read about everything from the height 
of Queen Mary’s Daimler (which took into 
account an increasing inability for her to 
bend her neck) to Prince Philip’s bespoke 
picnic trailer, and the Queen’s St. George 
and the Dragon bonnet mascot to the 
Sandringham Estate’s very own 1939 
Merryweather fire engine.

It’s hard to get excited about tyres, 
though they are an extraordinarily clever 
invention to which we subconsciously 

entrust our lives on every journey. For 
this issue we decided to explore some 
related facts and figures. Our Missing 
Moniker column on this occasion 
features Jowett - the Bradford-based 
manufacturer that rocketed from the 
production of staid family saloons to the 
futuristic Javelin and equally characterful 
drophead Jupiter, before running out of 
steam. For our Classic Character we’ve 
this time opted for Sheila Van Damm, 
whose extraordinary life experiences 
ranged from being a two times European 
Ladies Rally Champion to running Soho’s 
infamous Windmill Theatre.

Add in the oft-told but still gripping story 
of AC Cars’ 185mph blast up the M1, the 
early results of British Motor Heritage’s 
2018 classic motorsport season, plus 
news of the latest products to emanate 
from the company’s ever expanding 
MK1 Mini programme, and you hopefully 
have something to take your mind of the 
world’s woes for a few moments.

Happy reading!

Follow us on:

@MotoringClassic

Motoring Classics

Above: what might have been – the first of three R4 prototypes built by Jowett  
before the company voluntarily ceased building cars in 1954
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Those used to crawling at 50mph through the M1’s seemingly everlasting roadworks 
may find this story hard to credit, but at 4.15am on Thursday, June 11, 1964, racing 
driver Jack Sears legally clocked 185mph on the very same road before retiring to his 
Norfolk farm for breakfast. How come and why did it cause a national furore?

Top: the AC A98 in full cry at Le Mans, 1964. Above left: its sad condition after the accident.  
Above right: a rare shot of ‘Gentleman’ Jack Sears casually vacating the car following his  
185mph blast along the M1 motorway

AC Cars had designed and built a one-
off relation to Carroll Shelby’s Daytona 
Cobra Coupes which they planned to 
run against the American cars at Le 
Mans on June 20/21, but to ensure the 
so-called A98 would be competitive 
on the circuit’s long Mulsanne Straight 
needed to ascertain its ultimate speed. 
Unbeknown to most motorists, the 
likes of Jaguar and Aston Martin had 
been surreptitiously stretching the 
legs of their competition cars on the 
first section of Britain’s inaugural 
motorway since it opened, so it was 
to the Watford Gap services the AC 
team duly travelled that morning. 

The 355bhp Cobra Roadster-based 
racer was quietly unloaded from the 
transporter and parked among the 
lorries, much to the astonishment 
of their tea-drinking drivers. Sears, 
dressed as usual in sports jacket 
and tie (‘I never thought to wear 
anything different’), then climbed 
aboard and headed onto the all-but-
deserted carriageway. There was no 
speedometer and his brief was to note 
the revs at which terminal velocity was 
achieved. He then headed back to the 
team who waited with bated breath 

and slide rules at the ready (there 
were no portable computers back 
then). Knowing the tyre size, overall 
gearing and now the revs they quickly 
ascertained he’d touched the hoped-for 
185mph. After co-driver Peter Bolton 
had repeated the feat, the ensemble 
melted away as if nothing had happened.

And few would have been any the wiser 
if Tony Martin, the nephew of AC Cars’ 
owner Derek Hurlock, hadn’t casually 
recounted the story to his national 
journalist colleagues that same day. 
Suddenly it was front page news and the 
matter was even raised in parliament. 
So animated did discussions become, 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

that Sears’s drive was even erroneously 
blamed by many for the inception of the 
70mph limit, though that didn’t occur 
for another three years, courtesy 
of a different-coloured Government.

The AC duly competed in the 1964 Le 
Mans race and was doing okay until it 
was all but destroyed following a high-
speed tyre burst approaching Maison 
Blanche. Eight years later, the remains 
were acquired and totally restored by 
AC enthusiast Barrie Bird. The stunning-
looking supercar these days dwells 
peacefully in Scotland, turning heads 
wherever it goes - its brief period of 
infamy and excitement all but forgotten. 
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For nearly 40 years, Russ Swift has been wowing crowds the world over with his unique 
brand of precision driving. He’s performed 8,000-plus shows in over 50 countries, been the 
star of countless international car launches and TV adverts, the holder of three Guinness 
World Records, and advisor to the police, military, ROSPA and the IAM. Sufficient success 
to swell even the smallest head, yet it would be hard to find a more modest, likeable man. 

We listened in awe as he charted his extraordinary life behind the wheel.

SWIFT BY  
NAME& 
NATURE
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out and bought a 1300 example for 
£200 and before long was rallying 
on Saturday nights and successfully 
autotesting the Beetle on Sundays.” By 
1977 his Vee Dub had been upspecced 
with a 2-litre Porsche engine and he 
was simultaneously progressing up the 
rallying ladder (now as a driver rather 
than navigator) when he suffered a 
severe road accident, breaking both 
legs and shortening his right one by 
1½ inches. 

He valiantly attempted autotests with 
his limbs still in plaster, but times were 
hard and he took on a milk round to make 
ends meet, and it was not until 1981 
that he was able to return to serious 
competition. “By this stage Minis were 
the car to beat, and come the weekend 
I’d remove the bottles from the milk 
float and transport the Mini in their 
place. I finished runner-up in the British 
Championship and was featured in 
national Shell Oil adverts depicting the 
float and the Mini.” By now the autotest 
bug had well and truly bitten and, with 
more practice and further tweaks to 
the car, Swift won both the RAC and 
BTRDA Championships in 1982. He 
then repeated the feat in 1983, as well 
as captaining the English autotest team 
to victory in all three international tests, 
and finding time to take outright victory 
in the Stockholm Rally.

By now he’d experienced another 
seminal moment. David Richards 
(presently Chairman of Prodrive and 
the MSA but then Ari Vatanen’s co-
driver in the Rothmans Escort) invited 
him to entertain the crowd with a few 
well-chosen autotest moves during the 
lunch break of the 1981 Rothmans 
Rally Sprint at Lambton Park, County 
Durham. The audience loved it and so 
did Swift - ‘I’d discovered how to make 
a living and have fun at the same time’. 

Paul Russell ‘Russ’ Swift was born in 
Darlington, County Durham in 1951. 
He’s descended from a family of 
pattern makers – his grandfather was 
responsible for the rudder forgings of 
the Titanic – and Russ qualified in the 
same profession after leaving school at 
16. However, cars had been his passion 
since the cradle, with Matchbox leading 
to Dinky toys and then slot cars – he 
retains a Scalextric set to this day. He 
has always prided himself on his vehicle 
recognition skills and a voucher won at 
school was promptly exchanged for the 
1964 Observer’s Book of Automobiles 
which, in a nice twist of fate, featured a 
photo of the very first AC (as opposed 
to Shelby) Cobra, which nowadays 
takes pride of place among his personal 
collection of full-sized motorcars.

Such reminiscences flow thick and 
fast. For example, his mother took 
him out of school so he could attend 
the London Motor Show, while two 
other lines of experience may well have 
subconsciously preluded his career:
1. A favourite early toy was a Triang 
 tricycle which he quickly perfected  
 riding on two wheels
2. The drive to his uncle’s farm near  
 Whitby had no turning point, so by  
 the age of 13 he was not only adept  
 at powering the relation’s Hillman  
 Minx up the road, but reversing  
 it all the way back again; though he  
 does admit to clipping the gate on  
 one occasion – his first car accident!

By early 1970 he was co-driving in local 
rallies. “It was the year of the World Cup 
Rally and our Mini certainly looked the 
part with a ‘cow catcher’ up front, but 
we were over eager and had a habit of 
crashing.” Then came a pivotal moment 
in his life, ie witnessing British Autotest 
Champion Peter Noad in action at 
the wheel of his Beetle in Hartlepool. 
Says Swift: “I was so inspired I rushed 
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Facing page: Swift has been performing shows in Asia for Subaru for 17 years. This page, 
clockwise from top left: co-driving on the Stocktonian Rally, 1970; his son Paul two-wheeling the 
family mower; Swift achieved regular rally successes at the wheel of the Cartune Beetle; it was 
aboard MG Montegos that he established his name as a precision driver

SWIFT BY  
NAME& 
NATURE

Continued overleaf>
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He was soon in demand, not least by 
Vauxhall who employed him to put on 
displays at their GM Trophy meetings, 
and in order to increase the scope of his 
show he decided to perfect the art of 
driving on two wheels. A crashed Astra 
was purchased and a makeshift ramp 
created. He remembers: “I must have 
rolled 100 times until it all clicked, but I’m 
happy to say I haven’t fallen over since.”

His life now consisted of his increasingly 
entertaining car displays and his rallying, 
which had now risen to the ranks of 
the home internationals aboard a Nova 
Sport. The results were very promising, 
but that pastime provided no income to 
feed his wife and two children, so he 
made the decision to hang up his helmet 
and concentrate on the precision driving. 
However, while Vauxhall continued to 
provide plenty of work there were no 
ongoing guarantees, so when the Rover 
Group proposed a programme of 80 
events to promote the Montego, Swift 
jumped at the chance and formed a 
team to debut at the 1987 British Grand 
Prix. The company’s advertising agency, 
Saatchi & Saatchi, were so blown away 
by the display they suggested turning 
the routine into a TV commercial. This 
comprised six days of shooting at an 
IBM car park in Portsmouth, during which 
Swift dreamt up the awe-inspiring parallel 
parking manoeuvre that has become 

his trademark. “We’d actually finished 
filming, so I had no time to practice, and 
a couple of bumpers did get destroyed 
before the cameras began to roll once 
more, but I managed to hide the evidence 
and nobody was any the wiser!” 

The advert was aired for six weeks. The 
Americans voted it ‘The World’s Most 
Imaginative Car Commercial’ and it was 
even screened at the Cannes Film Festival. 
Inevitably everybody wanted to know who 
was responsible for the driving, and Swift 
became famous overnight courtesy of 
countless international media interviews 
and chat show appearances. In no time 
his display programme had rocketed to 
100 events per annum and stayed that 
way for the next 10 years; particularly 
on behalf of Rover for the Montego, 
200/400 models and last versions of the 
classic Mini, plus BMW for the new one.

For a while, the Swift family was to 
precision driving what the Murray’s 
have been to tennis, with son Paul and 
daughter Jayne both supporting their 
father’s displays on occasion. Remarks 
Russ: “Paul was desperate to be involved 
and we had him two-wheeling at the 
age of seven by modifying the family 
ride-on mower. After three months of 
practice he was good enough to perform 
alongside me at the 1987 British Grand 
Prix meeting, and later in a ‘mini’ Mini I 

built especially for him. He then followed 
my wheel-tracks into the autotest world 
to become the second Swift to snare 
multiple championships.” 

Wherever there’s a skill there’s a Guinness 
World Record and at one time Russ held 
no less than three, namely for:
1. Parallel parking in the tightest space  
 – there was a mere 33.5cm between  
 his and the adjacent cars
2. J-turn in the shortest distance  
 – 1.72m
3. 10 donuts in the fastest time –  
 14.59 seconds

Over the years he has appeared on 
countless TV shows and alongside myriad 
celebrities. The latter have included 
World Champions Jenson Button, Mikka 
Häkkinen and Lewis Hamilton, whose 
initials he reproduced in skid marks for 
the Johnnie Walker ‘Join The Pact, Never 
Drink And Drive’ promotion. He also 
helped the aces attempt the same task, 
finding some more willing to learn from 
him than others!

Now 66, Swift shows no sign of 
slowing the pace of his displays but is 
happy to perform less of them. His UK 
commitments include MG Live! and other 
events for MG, for whom he’s worked for 
31 years, plus whatever else he fancies 
from the countless requests he still 
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Top row, L to R: the Shell advert depicting the country’s fastest milkman; racing an RAF Tornado aboard a Rover Tomcat; smoking a Mitsubishi Evo; 
‘this way Lewis!’ – attempting to teach new tricks to World Champion Lewis Hamilton. Second row, L to R: definitely don’t try this at home!; Swift with 
the Mini soft-top he converted on behalf of Rover and still owns today; the trademark parallel parking manoeuvre that earnt him one of three Guinness 
World Records; reproducing the initials of World Champions Jenson Button and Mikka Häkkinen in skid marks. Above: Swift drives for pleasure as well 
as work – his personal car collection of a few years ago. Immediately above, what you might call a ‘Mini miracle’ (Photo - Tim Moolman)

gets year on year. However, his favourite 
shows are the ones he’s been performing 
in Asia for 19 years – initially for Proton 
and for the last 17 on behalf of Subaru. 
Backed by a professional 30-strong team, 
his routines are played out in front of an 
army of adoring fans at the annual motor 
shows of Hong Kong, Indonesia, Malaysia, 
Singapore, The Philippines, Taiwan, 
Thailand and Vietnam, and a measure of 
the awe in which he is held in that part of 
the world is, when asked to put his name 
to a special run of Subarus, 800 vaulted 
from the showrooms in just 4 days! Says 
Swift: “My biggest joy comes not from 
the driving but from the interaction with 
the crowds. I guess above all else I’m a 
showman at heart.”

When away from the tyre smoke and 
applause, he loves nothing more than to 
tour the sweeping lanes around his North 
Yorkshire home behind the wheel of one 
of his many fine classic cars. Make no 
mistake this pensioner’s motoring passion 
burns as bright now as it did in the days 
of his Dinky Toys. For a taste of Swift’s 
unique abilities arm yourself with a copy 
of the ‘Swiftly Does It! DVD by Duke and 
prepare to be amazed.
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Jowett is not the first name that 
springs to the minds of most classic 
car buffs, yet the Yorkshire-based 
manufacturer produced vehicles 
from 1906 to 1954, including the 
decidedly futuristic Javelin.

Blacksmith Wilfred Jowett sired five 
children, three of whom – Benjamin, 
William and Ruth – formed the Jowett 
Manufacturing Company in 1901, the 
early results of which included: a V-twin 
stationary engine for everything from a 
wood mill to a potato machine; the first six 
Scott motorcycles; and a prototype light 
car with tiller steering. When the latter 
entered production it featured Jowett’s 
own 815cc flat-twin engine and gearbox 
which were of aluminium construction for 
optimum lightness. Enlarged and refined 
over the years, the powerplant was still 
in manufacture 43 years hence – latterly 
powering the company’s popular Bradford 
van range that had been introduced 
immediately post WWII.

While pre-war Jowetts were of undeniably 
staid design, the all new Javelin saloon 
of 1947 was anything but. Penned by 
Gerald Palmer, whose other claims to 
fame include the MG Y-Type and ZA 
Magnette, it boasted an aerodynamic 
profile reminiscent of the Lincoln Zephyr, 
unitary construction, and all-round torsion 
bar suspension – independent at the front. 

Power came from an all-new OHV flat-
four engine of 1486cc. Works examples 
achieved class wins on the 1949 Monte 
Carlo Rally, 1949 Spa 24 Hour Race, and 
1952 RAC Rally, while a privately-entered 
one snared outright victory in the 1953 
Tulip Rally.

Steel supply was severely limited in 
the early ‘50s, but was increased to 
manufacturers with success in the export 
market. So, with overseas sales in mind 
Jowett launched the Jupiter, a distinctive 
two-seat drophead coupe with chassis by 
former Grand Prix Auto Union guru Eberan 
von Eberhorst and Javelin-based running 
gear. Seventy four Jupiters were allocated 
to external coachbuilders, while the 
balance of 827 was fully crafted in-house. 
Despite the model’s not inconsiderable 
weight, motorsport results were again 
strong, with notable successes at Le 
Mans (class wins in 1950, ‘51 and ‘52) 
and Dundrod, and on the Monte Carlo and 
Lisbon rallies.  

A successor with new lighter chassis 
and fibreglass body, the R4, failed to 
reach production.  Over-optimism and 
mechanical problems with the Javelin 
contributed to an unsustainable future, 
causing vehicle production to be ceased in 
1954 and the company voluntarily wound 
up. The factory was sold to International 
Harvester to manufacture parts for the 

aircraft industry. Owners of the surviving 
cars are served by the Jowett Car Club 
(www.jowett.org), which claims to be the 
oldest such one-make organisation in the 
world.

MISSING MONIKER

Jowett Cars

Above: a Jupiter on the 1952 Morecambe  
Rally and a Bradford on the 1951 Exeter Trial 
(Photos – MPL, National Motor Museum). Below: 
the milestone Javelin.  
We are grateful to Jowett guru Edmund Nankivell 
for his assistance with this article
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Sheila Van Damm (1922-1987)
Born in Paddington, London, of Jewish stock, Van Damm is best-known as a champion 
rally driver, but her passion was rooted in the infamous Windmill Theatre that coloured 
her childhood and which she ultimately inherited and ran until its closure in 1964.

Above left: Van Damm aided Rootes to the team prize on the Monte Carlo Rallies of 1953, 1954 and 1956.  
Above right: As pictured in a Sunbeam Alpine on the front of her autobiography, No Excuses

Her father was the impresario Vivian Van 
Damm who, at the time of Sheila’s birth, 
was the manager of the theatre that was 
renowned for its scantily-clad dancers 
in addition to launching the comedic 
careers of such stars as Peter Sellers, 
Tony Hancock, Tommy Cooper and 
Bruce Forsyth. She adored the Windmill, 
worked there from the age of 16 and even 
slept there during the Blitz. When called-
up in 1942 she was appointed a driver in 
the WAAF, which she enjoyed - especially 
when required to proceed at speed - 
but by 1946 was back at the theatre 
before being forced into flying lessons 
by her father, who was contemplating 
forming an air charter company. Though, 
contrary to her wishes of the time, this 
was no real hardship for young Sheila, 
who had preferred toy planes to dolls 
as a little girl. Moreover her tutor was 

none other than the legendary ATA pilot 
Joan Hughes, under whose stewardship 
Van Damm progressed to competitive 
aerobatics and formation flying before 
joining the RAF Volunteer Reserve. 

It was in 1950 that, in order to publicise 
the Windmill he now owned, Vivian Van 
Damm entered Sheila for the MCC’s Daily 
Express Rally - even persuading Rootes 
to enlist his previously inexperienced 
daughter as part of the works Sunbeam 
Talbot team. Navigated by her sister 
Nona, she was the third-placed female 
- an unexpectedly impressive result 
that earned her a works place on the 
1951 Monte Carlo Rally aboard the 
Hillman Minx of Elsie ‘Bill’ Wisdom and 
Georgie Fotheringham-Parker. So began 
a five-year career behind the wheel that 
matured Van Damm into one of the most 

successful of all British female rally 
drivers. 

Her first significant success was on the 
1952 Daily Express event where she and 
Françoise Clarke beat all other women to 
finish 3rd in class. Her career highlights 
include: a highly-coveted Coupe des 
Alpes on the 1953 Alpine Rally with Anne 
Hall; being crowned European Ladies 
Champion (1954/1955); aiding Rootes 
to the team prize on the Monte Carlo 
Rally (1953/1954/1956); and a class 
win on the 1956 Mille Miglia. In 1964, 
following the death of close friends Joan 
Werner Laurie and Nancy Spain in an air 
crash and the closure of the theatre, 
Van Damm opted for a more reclusive 
existence on a Sussex smallholding with 
her sister Nona.

Jowett Cars
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Classic Character



Members of Britain’s royal family are a constant source of 
fascination, and one of the perennial areas of interest is what 
they choose to drive. By far the largest collection of related 
vehicles forms part of the museum at Sandringham, the 
delightful royal pile of which King George V said: “Dear old 
Sandringham, the place I love better than anywhere in the 
world.” On public display during Motoring Classics’ much 
enjoyed visit were:

www.motoringclassics.co.uk   www.bmh-ltd.com

THE CARS OF 
SANDRINGHAMRides

ROYAL
  1
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1900 Daimler Mail Phaeton
For many years members of the family 
focused on the Daimler marque. The 
patronage was initiated by the Prince of 
Wales (later King Edward VII) who’d been 
introduced to the brand by Lord Montagu 
of Beaulieu in 1898. 

Edward’s resulting purchase – the 
first royal car – was a 1900 6hp 
Mail Phaeton. From new it featured 
an example of the recently invented 
accelerator pedal (as opposed to a hand 
throttle). Modifications over the years 
have included: the replacement of the 
original Hooper body with a rear entrance 
tonneau one; the fitment of solid tyres 
in place of pneumatic ones at the rear, 
following a number of blow-outs; and the 
abandonment of the minimal cape cart 
hood in favour of an all-embracing Surrey 
top, complete with fringe. Finished in the 
royal colours of claret over black, the 
last major outing for ‘A7’ was the 1971 
London to Brighton run.

1914 Daimler Brougham 
Before its roof was extended, this later 
King Edward VII Daimler only featured 
a leather curtain on sprung roller to 
protect its chauffeur from the elements. 
Items of particular interest include: no 
less than five pedals, three of which 
concern the clutch(!); a cunning Hooper-
designed device that allows the windows 
to be held rattle–free at any height; and a 
rear-mounted speedometer so the King 
could accurately determine and dictate 
the speed of progress.

1924 Daimler Shooting Brake
The first of four Hooper-bodied Daimlers 
commissioned for the personal use of 
King George V, this splendid shooting 
brake is largely finished in varnished 
wood, with the metal scuttle and bonnet 
hand painted to match. Its equipment 
included the novelty of four wheel 
braking, seating for eight, and a rack for 
up to 12 guns.

1929 Daimler Double-Six Brougham
Next up in the chronology is another 
splendid Daimler Brougham, this time 
powered by a V12 engine. Purchased 
by King George V for his personal 
use, it is of immense presence. Its 
royal connections are betrayed by the 
standard claret over black livery, blue 
identification lamp over the driver’s 
compartment, and modestly-sized 
crests on the rear doors. The interior is 
devoid of occasional seating and teams 
dark polished mahogany woodwork with 
fittings of silver and ivory, plus blue 
Vaumol leather for the rear upholstery. 
A handwheel under the bonnet 
allowed the simultaneous adjustment 
of the brakes on all four corners. 

1936 Daimler Shooting Brake 
The last of the royal Daimler shooting 
brakes, this one was commissioned 
by King George VI for delivery prior to 
his visit to Balmoral in the summer 
of 1937, and was still in use right up 
to 1975.  Finished in natural wood it 
can accommodate 10 people and is 
equipped with a fold-down table and 

suitably-sized gun rack. The technical 
specification included a master switch 
for the ignition, battery charging socket, 
and Pyrene fire extinguisher.

1939 Merryweather Fire Engine
Complete with its original attachments 
and lustrous golden helmets, this 
splendid period engine was retained by 
the Sandringham fire brigade from 1939 
until 1968, at which point the crew was 
merged with the Norfolk Fire Service. It 
saw action in Norwich during the war but 
has otherwise enjoyed a quiet existence.

1947 Daimler 4-Litre Saloon
Known as ‘the shopping Daimler’, this 
six-cylinder model was ordered new 
by Queen Mary when almost 80 years 
old and intended for her private use, 
so therefore finished in her favourite 
shade of green over black rather than 
the traditional state colours. Bespoke 
front wings and facia met her request 
for the driver’s compartment to be 
reduced in width, and the rear height 
took into account that, by then, she had 
some difficulty in bending her neck. The 
Queen was reportedly delighted with the 
finished article and used it almost every 
day until her death in March, 1953.  

1949 Daimler Straight-Eight 
Limousine
Purchased as one of a pair of state cars 
by King George VI, ‘NLT 2’ was retained 
by The Queen Mother for her own use 
after his death. One of the last Daimlers 
to be employed for official duties (the 

Continued overleaf>

Facing page: Her Majesty 
The Queen aboard her 1961 
Rolls-Royce Phantom V. This 
page, Clockwise from top left: 
1900 Daimler, the first royal car; 
1914 Daimler Brougham; 1924 
Daimler Shooting Brake: 1936 
Daimler Shooting Brake; 1929 
Daimler Double-Six Brougham
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subsequent focus has been on Rolls-
Royces and Bentleys) its specification 
included: electrically-operated windows, 
sun roof and canopy; arm-rest with built-
in radio; reading lights; and integral DWS 
jacking system.

1951 Ford Pilot Shooting Brake
This gorgeous ‘woody’ was the last new 
car ordered by King George VI. Its many 
bespoke features include: floor rather 
than column gearchange; chassis 12 
inches longer than standard and body 
with increased headroom; fishing rod 
rack above the roof and gun rack below. 
Sadly, the King died before he could 
really enjoy his new toy, but the family 
have retained the car for sentimental 
reasons and it remained in use into the 
1960s.

1956 Ford Zephyr Estate Car
This unique ‘woody’ was based on the 
MKII Zephyr saloon. At the request of The 
Duke of Edinburgh it was equipped from 
new with a raised roof and seating for up 
to nine passengers. Still displaying little 
over 19,000 miles, it was nevertheless 

at one time in almost constant use 
for transporting passengers and their 
luggage around the Sandringham 
Estate. Ultimately severely dilapidated, it 
was restored to its former glory in 1999 
by students of the Manchester College 
of Arts and Technology.

1961 Rolls-Royce Phantom V
This suitably imposing Phantom was 
employed for state and official occasions 
up to 2002. It was transported to Russia 
for the 1994 visit of the Queen and Duke 
of Edinburgh and frequently travelled 
aboard the royal yacht Britannia. When 
used in England by the Queen, the Spirit 
of Ecstasy was replaced by her personal 
St. George and the Dragon bonnet 
mascot, while in Scotland a silver lion 
was utilised. Apparently the Queen was 
always positioned behind the chauffeur, 
and upon a raised seat to lessen the 
7.87in. height difference between her 
and the Duke. If required, the shield 
displaying the royal coat of arms and 
flagpole for the royal standard can be 
detached from the roof while on the 
move while, when desired, the rearmost 

section of the roof can be removed to 
expose a notably large Perspex screen, 
allowing a far superior view of the royal 
passengers.

1961 Vauxhall Cresta  
Friary Estate Car
One of only five such Crestas converted 
to estate cars by Friary Motors of 
Basingstoke still in existence, ‘MYT 1’ 
served the Royal Mews for many years, 
transporting staff and luggage to stations 
and airports etc. It was a personal 
favourite of the Queen, especially for 
ferrying her beloved Corgis.

1961 Alvis TD21 Series II  
Drophead Coupe
Built to the personal specification of 
Prince Philip, this coupe’s many unique 
features include: a taller windscreen and 
raised roofline allowing him to retain his 
hat while driving; an electrically-operated 
Everflex hood; leather rather than walnut 
covered facia; ZF five-speed gearbox; 
later TE cylinder head for increased 
power.

Above, top row: 1939 Merryweather fire engine; 1949 Daimler 4-Litre Saloon; 1951 Ford Pilot Shooting Brake. Immediately above: Prince Charles’ 1968 MGC GT; the 1969 
Austin Princess Vanden Plas Limousine in which Princess Anne suffered an attempted kidnap; the Queen Mother aboard the buggy especially finished in her racing colours

L to R: The Queen’s St. George and the Dragon mascot; the magnificent headlights of the 1914 Daimler; the 1914 Daimler again - 5 pedals for 2 feet!; the splendid helmets of the       Merryweather fire engine; the rear-mounted speedometer via which King Edward VII could keep a wary eye on the speed of his 1914 Daimler; the c.1928 Citroën/Daimler child’s car
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1963 Rover 3-Litre Saloon
One of several such Rovers owned by 
the royal family and used by the Queen 
for private journeys.

1967 Picnic Trailer
This splendid accessory was built on 
Land Rover running gear to Prince 
Philip’s personal specifications and used 
for picnics and shooting lunches at 
Sandringham and Balmoral until 1994.

1968 MGC GT
A 21st birthday present for Prince 
Charles, this MGC was used extensively 
by him in period. It was then loaned to 
the Queen’s chauffeur before being 
restored by students of the Manchester 
College of Arts and Technology at the 
same time as the Duke’s Zephyr.

1969 Austin Princess Vanden  
Plas Limousine
Reserved for junior members of the royal 
family when on official engagements, it 
was this car in which Princess Anne and 
Captain Mark Phillips were progressing 

down The Mall on March 20, 1974, 
when they were attacked by a would-be 
kidnapper. Anne’s personal police officer, 
the chauffeur, a journalist and a regular 
policeman were all shot during the 
melee, but recovered from their injuries. 
At one point the assailant ordered the 
Princess to ‘get out of the car’, but was 
suitably rebuffed with a ‘not bloody likely’! 
Happily, she was completely unharmed 
in the ordeal. 

1999 Metrocab
Until recently this taxi was Prince Philip’s 
favoured form of transport around 
London, and used for both private and 
official engagements. Appropriately 
finished in Edinburgh Green and fuelled 
by eco-friendly LPG, its taxi status 
meant it could both populate the 
bus lanes and avoid the congestion 
charge. Obvious differences from the 
city’s working cabs include: the lack 
of roof-mounted TAXI sign and the 
Carpathian Elm Burlwood cladding 
for its dashboard and steering wheel. 

Late 1990s Racing Buggy
Painted in the Queen Mother’s racing 
colours of buff and pale blue, this 
converted golf buggy assisted her in 
making numerous late-life appearances 
at public events and race meetings 
across the country, and allowed many 
more people to meet her during the 
annual Sandringham flower show and 
Christmas visits to the local church.

Children’s Cars
The collection also features five delightful 
children’s cars: a c.1928 Citroën/
Daimler; c.1955 American Midget 
Racer; Austin J40; James Bond Aston 
Martin; and Aston Martin Volante Junior. 
The latter two are enjoyed by the latest 
generation of royal children to this day.

Sandringham House  
Museum & Gardens
There is something for all ages 
and interests at Sandringham  
–  see  www.sandringhamestate.co.uk 
for details.

L to R: The Queen’s St. George and the Dragon mascot; the magnificent headlights of the 1914 Daimler; the 1914 Daimler again - 5 pedals for 2 feet!; the splendid helmets of the       Merryweather fire engine; the rear-mounted speedometer via which King Edward VII could keep a wary eye on the speed of his 1914 Daimler; the c.1928 Citroën/Daimler child’s car
 

Above, top row: Prince Philip’s MKII Zephyr and Alvis TD21, both with bespoke raised roofs; The Queen aboard the collection’s rare 1961 Vauxhall Cresta Friary estate car; Prince 
Philip’s bespoke picnic trailer. Immediately above: Prince Philip’s LPG-powered taxi-cab; the James Bond replica child’s Aston Martin; the miniature American Midget racer
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Tyres - you know, those round black, boring items that all our cars have in common. They’re a 
nuisance – they wear out, lose their pressure, succumb to nails and potholes and are expensive 
to replace. But they’re also extraordinary items of technology, and their contact patches are 
the only things lying between our safety and oblivion. We single out a few salient facts regarding 
motoring’s unsung heroes that you may or may not be aware of. 
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Facing page: Pirelli are one of 
the world’s premium tyre brands 
and the current F1 supplier. 
Behind is the Kumho Solus 
HA31 all-season tyre. Above, 
clockwise from top left: the 
Michelin brand has been around 
since 1889; all tyres sold in the 
EU now have to be labelled; the 
20p tread depth test; regular 
checks can unearth all manner 
of dangers; tyre sidewalls are 
packed with information 

1. A few of the things you can learn 
from a sidewall:
a. Size
Take for example one of 275/40R20 
106W this indicates the:
 • Width is 275mm
 • Percentage ratio of height to  
    width is 40
 • Tyre is of R ie Radial construction
 • Rim diameter is 20 inches
 • Load index is 106, which the  
    relevant industry chart will tell you  
    equates to a carrying capacity  
    of 950kg
 • Speed rating is W, which another  
    chart will confirm allows speeds  
    of up to 168mph. The ratings run  
     from N (87mph) to Y (186mph)

b. Age
Also on the side sidewall, following 
the DOT symbol, you should find four 
numbers, eg 0915, which tells you that 
the tyre was made in the 9th week of 
2015. There’s no hard and fast rule 
about tyre life (there are too many 
variables), but anything now born before 
2013 is getting old.

2. Labels
Since November 2012 all tyres sold 
in the EU have required a label that 

classifies them by three categories, 
namely fuel efficiency, wet grip and 
external noise.
  
•  Fuel efficiency – the energy lost by a  
 moving tyre is described as its ‘rolling  
 resistance’, which has a direct  
 impact on fuel consumption and the  
 environment. This is graded A-G,  
 where A is best, and fitting the worst  
 scoring tyres could cause you up to a  
 7.5 percent rise in fuel consumption.
 
•  Wet grip – this is measured by two  
 types of test at 50mph and again  
 rated on a scale of A-G. The distance  
 between each grade is around 3m,  
 making that between A and G 18m,  
 or c.4 car lengths; which could easily  
 be the difference between an accident  
 and no accident!
 
•  External noise – this is quoted in  
 decibels and accompanied by one,  
 two or three sound waves, where one  
 wave indicates the least level of noise  
 and three the worst permissible.

3. Choosing a make  
The above labels will give you an 
indication of a tyre’s performance, but 
there are many other factors to take 
into account when buying, not least of 

which are the perceived build quality and 
potential longevity, and the all-important 
purchase price. We can all equate to the 
latter but perceived quality, longevity 
and the resulting value for money are 
harder nuts to crack; especially when 
you consider that, according to the 
independent body Tyre Reviews, there 
are currently over 2,500 tyre patterns 
on sale in the UK, courtesy of no less 
than 170 brands.

These are broadly grouped into one 
of four categories, namely Premium,  
Mid-range, Economy and Budget:  

•  Premium – this comprises just  
 6 brands, Bridgestone, Continental,  
 Dunlop, Goodyear, Michelin and Pirelli. 

•  Mid-range – here we have 21 brands  
 including such popular names as  
 Avon, BFGoodrich, Hankook, Kumho,  
 Toyo, Vredestein and Yokohama.

•  Economy – there are a few long  
 established European names such as  
 Kleber and Semperit among this  
 group of 65.

•  Budget – that tyres are a price- 
 driven purchase for many motorists is  

Continued overleaf>
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confirmed by this group of no less than 78 
that, surprise, surprise, comprises mainly 
far eastern brands with names many UK 
motorists will still be unfamiliar with. 

Final decision - clearly, tyre dealers 
can only stock a relatively limited 
number of brands, so will push those 
above all others. The weapons with 
which consumers can counter any 
such bias include: common sense, 
the aforementioned tyre labels, and 
magazine and online reviews.

4. Seasonal options
For decades of generally mild winters 
Mr & Mrs Britain have, knowingly or 
unknowingly, driven on summer tyres, 
as that is what their cars have been 
supplied with from new. These have tread 
compounds that operate effectively 
in dry and wet conditions down to a 
temperature of +7 degrees C (which 
is not that cold even by UK standards), 
below which their performance can 
tail off quite markedly. Under the 
circumstances, it is no great surprise 
that summer tyre-shod, rearwheel-drive 
performance saloons as sold by BMW, 
Mercedes-Benz etc can quickly become 
hard to control when faced with sub-zero 
temperatures. 

There are two increasingly popular 
solutions to this problem – all-season 
or winter tyres. As their name implies, 
all-season covers are a compromise 
designed to safely cope with all 
conditions all the year round, the likely 

trade-offs being a lesser level of outright 
performance in dry, warm conditions, 
and a potentially higher rate of wear. 
Winter tyres on the other hand are 
intended solely for use in the colder 
seasons of the year (eg November to 
April in the UK), so need to be paired 
with an equivalent set of summer covers 
– some dealers offer a ‘hotel’ service, 
whereby your winter rubber can be 
stored in summer and vice versa. Tyres 
carrying the ‘M+S’ symbol will be an 
advantage in winter, but for guaranteed 
cold weather performance those 
equipped with the ‘3 Peak Mountain 
Snow Flake’ are the best answer. 

An interesting feature of all-season and 
winter tyres are their sipes (lateral cuts in 
the tread pattern) that rather than dispel 
snow are designed to trap it, as the best 
traction in such conditions comes from 
snow on snow. 

5. Care and maintenance  
•  Wear – the legal limit of tread depth 
is 1.6mm across three-quarters of the 
width. However, that would generally 
be insufficient to deal with the build-
up of water often encountered on a 
stormy motorway, and it is advisable 
to replace tyres well before the end 
of their legal life. It is worth noting 
that the penalty for each illegal tyre is 
three points, so in theory 4 illegal tyres 
could result in a loss of licence. If you 
don’t possess a tread depth gauge, 
slot a 20p piece into the tread – if you 
can read any of the text around the 

edge of the coin, your tyre is illegal. 
Irregular wear can markedly shorten a 
tyre’s life and can emanate from myriad 
problems including: over or under 
inflation; incorrect steering geometry; 
regular straddling of speed humps; and 
excessive cornering speeds, especially 
on a track.

• Pressure maintenance – it is very 
important to maintain the manufacturer 
recommended levels. Under-inflated 
tyres will cause poor, potentially 
dangerous handling and accelerated 
shoulder wear, while over-inflated ones 
will be prone to rapid deterioration of the 
crown and a reduced contact patch. 

• Regular inspection – many modern 
cars feature a tyre pressure monitoring 
system (TPMS), lessening the need for 
the pressure checking recommended 
above. However, other checks are still 
required on a regular basis to spot for: 
cuts and carbuncles in the sidewalls; 
the incursion of nails and other sharp 
objects; the onset of irregular wear etc.

6. Contact patch  – as stored on dealer 
shelves, tyres are quite chunky items, 
but of course only a limited section is 
in touch with the road at any one time. 
Known as the contact patch, that area is 
surprisingly small – eg for a 225/60R16 
cover mounted on large-sized saloon 
and inflated to 32psi, it is c.36 inches², 
ie little bigger than a man’s hand. Food 
for thought?

Clockwise from top left: following the DOT symbol is the tyre’s date of manufacture – in this case, the 50th week of 2008; the largest maker 
of full-size tyres is Bridgestone, but the largest producer of tyres per se is Lego!; a diagram portraying the A to G of wet braking; another show-
ing the effect of under and over inflation; a typical tyre contact patch where the red area is that of maximum pressure
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Tex Automotive has been a wholly owned 
subsidiary of British Motor Heritage 
(BMH) since 2008. It has a long and 
distinguished history as the supplier of 
wiper arms, wiper blades and mirrors 
to the British motor industry through the 
1950s, ‘60s and ‘70s. As the definitive 
Tex door mirror was standard equipment 
across the BL range of vehicles 
during the ‘70s, demand for genuine 
replacements has remained strong. 

Following our acquisition, Tex 
manufacturing was relocated to the 
Heritage premises in Witney, and one of 
the highlights of our plant tours is seeing 
the production of genuine Tex products, 
the skilled assembly of their myriad small 
components being in stark contrast to 
the heavy duty activities taking place 
throughout the rest of the factory.
 

However, the last 12 months has seen 
a significant decline in Tex mirror sales, 
as cheap copies have entered the 
market. Examination of these mirrors 
reveals that they are of a less robust 
quality, and the glass is not ‘E’ marked, 
meaning the optical properties will not 
meet the legislative standard that existed 
when these products were originally 
manufactured. More concerning still is 
that several traders are passing off these 
mirrors as Tex ones – we know this from 
various ‘mystery’ shopper exercises we 
have carried out. We will be taking action 
over this ‘passing off’, but if you are 
purchasing mirrors for your cherished 
classic, just be aware that Tex ones are 
identified by the Tex trademark in the 
pressing where the arm attaches to the 
mirror head. Though slightly more expensive, 
they are definitely of superior quality.  

The BMH build of an FIA MK 1 Mini race 
car has generated three new products 
for the MK 1 Mini portfolio. Part number 
HMP441051 is a MK1 aluminium boot 
skin produced from the original tooling, 
with final hand finishing by our Heritage 
craftsmen. In stock now, these panels 
are available from your preferred British 
Motor Heritage Approved Mini Specialist 

(see full listing on www.bmh-ltd.com ) for 
a suggested retail price of £120 inc. VAT. 

Joining the boot skin are aluminium MK1 
door skins that are also produced off 
original tooling, and also benefit from final 
hand finishing. Part number HMP441052 
is the RH skin, HMP441053 is the LH one. 
Available now, they have a recommended 
retail price of £125 inc. VAT.  

Managing Director John Yea reveals all

Something to reflect on

Taking the weight off 
your MK1 Mini

FROM
BMH

HERITAGE
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ALL IMAGES COURTESY OF STEVE GARTSIDE

Going into this season I have made 
some changes around the prepara-
tion and running of our competition 
cars. I have been very fortunate to 
have an introduction to Rob Quinn of 
Quinntech Racing, who specialises 
in historic race engineering and has 
a very impressive record of running 
clients in some of the most prestig-
ious race series. This has coincided 
with Ralph at Pitstop refocusing his 
business on building competition 
engines and running his son, star 
of the future Lewis Saunders, in 
the Saxo Cup. Ralph will, however, 
continue to build our race engines.
 
Our season got off to a great start 
at a beautiful sunny Goodwood 

with the HRDC track day on Mon-
day, March 26. None of my own 
race cars were ready for a host 
of reasons; mostly to do with the 
late supply of parts. Under the cir-
cumstances I took the opportunity 
to have a first outing in the Volvo 
Amazon in which I have a half share. 
The car had not run on a circuit 
since 2012, and Rob had the very 
restricted brief of preparing it for a 
track day as a ‘see what we’ve got’ 
exercise. So, apart from rebuilding 
the brakes and checking everything 
worked, it was exactly how it was 
when stored in 2012. With no prior 
running, and riding on six-year-old 
race tyres, it ran faultlessly all day 
and left me with a massive grin. It 

felt really good on track and the next 
steps are to reach a position where 
we can run it as an HRDC TC63 car.
 
Our first proper outing of 2018 
was on Easter Sunday with the 
MGB at the HRDC meeting on the 
Silverstone National Circuit. The 
day was cold and overcast with rain 
threatening, though it remained dry 
for qualifying and the race. Though 
Rob had had limited time with the 
car, it was obvious from early in 
qualifying that his chassis changes 
were having an effect. I was run-
ning in the Allstars race, and the 
‘GT’ class included a TVR Griffith, 
two Healey 3000s, and my regular 
sparring partner Matt Moore in his 

Motoring Classics in

British Motor Heritage MD John Yea reports from the cockpit
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unique Healey Jamaican. I qualified 
5th in class and 15th overall with a 
time of 1 15.001 - my fastest on 
this circuit by some margin. The 
race was great fun, as I spent a 
long time dicing with Julian Cross-
ley in his Mini Cooper S. Every 
time I opened up a gap I would be 
baulked by one of the slower cars, 
putting me back into his clutches. I 
finally finished 12th overall and 4th 
in class. More pleasing still was the 
further increase in pace, with my 
fastest lap being 1 14.311 and the 
last six laps all in the 1 14’s. I was 
also very fortunate that though one 
of the rear tyres was punctured, it 
didn’t deflate until the slowing down 
lap, the puncture being caused by 
contact between the tyre side-
wall and the rear arch of the car.
 
Our second outing of the year was 
back at Silverstone on Saturday 
April 7 for the Equipe GTS Pit Stop 
race as part of the MG Car Club 
organised event. Again we were 
on the National Circuit, and the 
only real change to the MGB was a 
switch to wheels of a slightly small-
er offset in view of the puncture the 
week before. Unfortunately I had 
forgotten the inherent problem with 
this set of wheels – balance. Even 
when they have been professionally 
set up they have the habit of shak-
ing quite violently when first taken 
on track. This problem appeared 

in spades, and although it eased 
towards the end of practice it nev-
er ceased completely. After the 
previous week I was a little under-
whelmed by my time of 1 14.763 
which had me 21st on the grid.
 
The race itself was a bit of a mixed 
bag. Although I made a good start I 
was baulked by a slow starting Lo-
tus Elite, so pushed back relative 
to my start position. The vibration 
was still there, and there was a 
very early safety car for a huge oil 
slick down most of the Wellington 
Straight and through Brooklands 
corner. The marshals did their usu-
al fantastic job to clear the hazard, 
which required the on-track sweep-
er to clear cement dust. We had 
a good pit stop, finally finishing 
16th, complete with the vibration.
 
The lap times were pretty medio-
cre, but a quick review suggests 
most people were slower than their 
qualifying time, so perhaps it was 
a general circuit problem – possi-
bly the oil. So now we are looking 
forward to Brands Hatch on April 
28/29 with the MGB, and the Don-
ington Historic Festival on May 5/6 
with the A40. More news next time.
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Piloti o� ers performance, comfort and 
style with every shift and every step.

All our shoes feature top-quality suedes and 
leathers, with contrast stitching and design 
details that evoke the world of cars.

Buy on line at 
www.motoringclassics.co.uk
or place your order by phone on   
01993 707200

RACERACERACE

SANDRINGHAM HOUSE
MUSEUM & GARDENS

The Country Retreat of H.M. The Queen

Open daily Easter to mid-July and early August to October (closed Good Friday)
www.sandringhamestate.co.uk or 01485 545408


